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About This Game

The latest entry in the Sakura series is more action-packed than ever before! Sakura Clickers is a fast-paced, exciting adventure,
full of content, in which you defeat your foes with the power of your mouse!

Fearsome Foes - The battle never ends as you fight a horde of enemies, each one more powerful than the last as they attempt to
impede your path.

Customisable Characters - As you earn gold from slaying your foes, you can purchase and outfit your hero with a variety of
costumes.

Helpful Allies - You don't have to face these evils alone! As you progress you may also hire a number of allies that are dedicated
to assisting you in fighting the evils that threaten the world.

Also included is 800+ moans as you defeat the monsters.

Voice Actors Credits:
北森あゆKitamori Ayu

カンザキカナリKanzaki Canari
九十九円Tsukumo Madoka
兼田めぐみKaneta Megumi
桐谷蝶々Kiritani Choucho

土井友加里Doi Yukari
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ありかわ真奈Arikawa Mana
渋井美貴Shibui Miki

工藤マミKudou Mami
飯田さちIida Sachi

安田みずほYasuda Mizuho
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Title: Sakura Clicker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Winged Cloud
Publisher:
Winged Cloud
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2015
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Best game ever should cost like 10 pounds mate. focken gr8 game m8 i r8 8\/8
for real tho its a nice timekiller and pretty addicting
. Can't get rid of a boner.. This game is forever stuck in my played games. 11\/10 best plot. Guilty pleasure. I saw boobs 10\/10
would play for 20 more hours!. Typical one-hand game ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I play for the plot, i swear
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AYE YO CUH THIS GAME GOT DEM POPPIN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665S FOR MY WEEB LUVIN SELF
10\/10 BUSTED A NUT DO REC. Imagine a world where you can assault 2d\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all you
like for money, well vwallah this game is for you, good bye
. Not much of a game. More like an eternal afk autoclicking grind. At least they implemented the progress-while-not-playing
feature a while back (Before that you had to leave it running, which explains my 200+ hours in the game)

I think it serves as a demo to show some of the art style of the Sakura series of games.

A more fun example of this game type would be something like 'Crush Crush'.

Since you don't pay anything for it, and it doesn't format your hard drive or steal your identity (I think), I think it scores above
50% - and thus a positive rating.. Can confirm the game can be played with one hand.. lol its free to play :D. I regret nothing,
except being born. i like boobs. Leonardo da Vinci could write with one hand and draw with the other at the same time.
Well i can play this with one hand and fap at the same time.

Coincidence? I think not.. I like the variety of girls, but their quality leaves much to be desired. Overall I'd recommend this
game based on the deep gameplay and engaging plotline.
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